
PLIC HEALTH, SIOSS, D__IS___EASE, PHYSiCfL DEFICienCY

The Case of Mar{a Felix Flores

ara Felix Flores, legitimate daughter of Jess Izar-

raraz and Anastasia Flores (both dead), was born in Irapuato in 1861.

She is paralysed in both legs and one arm and the only way She can

move is to drag her body along the ground. She is also blind in

one eye. She impresses one as being arrogant, bad mannered, exigent,

and talkative. She apparently takes real pleasure in begging and

does not wish under any circumstance to give up her "profess ion"

Although she was at one time admitted to the Beggars’ Home (A__si!_o

e endiog), she soon left and went back to the streets.

Her father, who was a soldier in the army of the Emperor

Naximilian and a member of the Ultra-Conservative Party, lived in

Irapuato until shortly after the fall of the Empire vhen he was

ebliged to go to work as a watchman. Later he beceme a traveling

peddler, covering the states of uebla, Yalisco, Zamora .+/-orelia,

Guanajuato, and orelos, always accompanied by his family. In this

last state, in the city of Cuernavaca, the family settled down for

some years. In 188 they moved to exico City, living in the home

of a friend in Tacuba. The family^consisted of the parents, and

the two daughters, Felix, I years old, and Vicenta, 8 months.

Felix’ mother made rebozos (shawls) when they lived in

Irapuato and what she earned she used to dress her daughter and to

help with the household expenses. A short time after they moved to

exico City, Felix’ mother died; Felix does not remember the exact

ate. From then until 1915, Felix lived with her father and sister;

but she does not say what work (if any) she did during these years.



Her sister Vcenta married, or lived with someone, abo 1915 and

had two daughters.

Yhen Felix was a child, she says, she went to school

for a yar, but learned nothing. She was undisciplined and given

to running away from home and school due to trouble with her teacher

and parents. She remembers that her father told her something of

history and that he was a man of ordinary education. She speaks of

her impressions at the time of the shooting of iaximi!ian when she

was six yeses oldo She remembers nothing in particular about her

travels; for, she says, they stayed only long enough in one place

to sell their merchandise. In general she says her childhood was

passed in privation and misery. Only once, when she was I0 or ii

years old, she worked for some woms who paid her 1.50 a month for

helping with the household vrk.

In 191D when her father died (from tuberculosis?) Felix

went to live in the }eson (cheap lodging house) de San Ios in

Tacuba, a calle de Cristobal Col6n 1A.

Felix has lived by public charity and also probably by

sexual commerce. According to reports from the !_eson, given by

friends of Vicenta-- La Escopeta (the Sho%gun) and la Pelona (the

Baldheaded One) trOuBle arose between Felix and her sister because

one of Felix’ lovers beat Vicenta; the two quarreled and never had

n,anything to do with each other after that In the }es the man

in charge aud .ir. Gonzlez, the owner, say that they knew both

Felix and Vicenta and that Felix lived with one man and had other

men visiting her from time to time.

Felix says that she was married in Cuernavaca when she

was 18 aud that she had a sen, Aden, who lived only 8 or 9 months.



Her sister, however, says she never knew of any such marriage

oreover, the sister says that Felix’ paralysis began after a

drinking bout when she lived in Tacuba and not, as Felix says,

at the age of l, shortly after her marriage (?), when she took

a bath too soon after eating. This statement of the sister seems

to be the true one, in view of. the fact that Felix was well and

able to -ake care of Vicenta when her first daughter (now ) was

born.

According to other beggarwomen-- la Pelona and la

Balloneta (baone_ta-- the Bayonet) Felix has at present a lover

whom she supports; and this story is confirmed by the woman who rents

Felix the corner where she sleeps, and who says that once a week

not on a fixed day, Felix does not sleep in her corner but comes

in the next day showing signs of drinking and disorderly conduct.

On April 5 1919 Felix was taken to the 6th District

Police Station and sent the next day to the Beggars’ Home. In

August of that year she was sent to the General Hospital for an

operation en her left eye. She remained in the Hospital three

days (case 95) and then returned to the Home when the doctors

iagnosed the case as incurable cataract. On October 9, 19, she

asked to leave the Beggars Home and since then has lived by begging.

The following description of a day’s activities may be

taken as mere or less typical of Felix’ usual procedure-

She leaves the house at V.0 in the morning. On the

corner of Taeuba and Isabel la Catlica she asks a porter to put

her on the Reyes streetcar (or on any other tram that passes by the

Alameda, a centrally located park); paralysed in the legs as she is,

she cannot get up alone into the streetcar. When she reaches the



Alameda she gets off-- sometimes she gets off at the Correo (een-

tral postoffice building) and sometimes on the corner of 16 of

September. Saturday is her best day- She got off at the postoffiCe,

then crossed through the Alameda and stopped at the home of a

Spaniard in Dolores street, number 5. While she was at this place,

a young man of some twenty years gave her $2.00 (pesos). Thn she

went to see the Red Cross doctors, where each week she receives

$1.50 or $1.00. Then she came through la Palma and San Francisco

streets, stopping every three or four E.eters. Various people along

the way gave her from 1 to l0 centavos. In front of la Profesa

church, she stopped about a quarter of an hour; at the San Felipe

and San Francisco churches she stopped, too, resting. She went on

te San Juan street, turning then into 16 de Sept iembre avenue and

rning back again from the Light and Power building corner to

San Juan; where at ner 12, in front of a tobacco store, she lit

a cigarette. She then went along San Juan to 5 de Iayo street where

she waited until 3.30, when she took a Santiago streetcar, paying a

porter to put her on and accompany her to the corner of Paraguay

street. Here she got off and went home to Paraguay 15. When the

ease worker asked Felix if she would like to be helped to her house

she replied that she was very tired and would go to bed as soon as

she reached the house; for, as she said, her buttocks were very sore

and probably bleeding.

While Felix is in the street, she does not ask for money;

people give to her withou her asking. When they bend over to ive

her the money, sh puts out her hand and hides what is given her in

a pocketbook which she carries under her skirts.



Data regarding the life of Felix was gathered frem

ersonal interviews and from her friends at the esn de San

hich is located at a ealle de Cristbal Coln, Tacuba, l. Seine

data was obtained frem the records of the Beggars Home and the

General Hospital books. Felix sister lives at xico 18-8, Tacuba;

she works as a cook.

Felix seems to have come rem the lewer middle class;

she shews signs of decency in spite of her condition and way of life.

She dees not appear to be an habitual drinker. Her mind is somewhat

unbalanced aud there is a marked lack ef ceordination in her mental

preeesses. She prefers to live in her present difficult situation

ather than suffer the less of freedem involved in living in an

institutien.

It has lon been a coonplace of students of social

preblems that sickness ill health., and physical deficiency bear

a mest intimate relationship to ch socially pathological phenomena

as peverty, crime, and family disorganization. It is not surprising

therefere to find this same causal factor of ill health and physical

eficiency centributing to the production of the particular form of

behaier which is the subject ef the present study.

In almost every one of the case histories of beggars

presented in this investigatiom, ill health, disease, and physical

eflciency ef ene type or another figure largely in the story

the isganization of the individual in question. In the case of

ara Felix Flores, although other factors such as drunkenness, and

(prebably) mental deficiency, doubtedly must be considered in

amy effert to explain her present mode of life, it is perfectly



clear that the most important and significant featurs of her case

is the fact that she is paralysed and half blind. Unfitted by

her physical deficiency to ;.ake her place as a normal citizen in

the commtuuity, without relatives or family to take care of’ her, she

has only two alternatives: to be taken care of by the state in

some institution or to beg on the streets. Far from being an

ual case, as the statistical investigations presented in the

foregoing pages show (see page ,e-), ara offers an illustration

very large class of beggars. Some are blind, some have tuber-

eulosis, some are lame, some are syphilitic and some are paralysed,

but all have in common their ill health and physical deficiencies,

and in a very real sense all are beggars b_ecaus__e of their ill

health and physical eficiencies. (According to the census of

19l, there are in the Republic of Mexico 16,51 blind; 1&,985

deaf; 5,902 dumb; 3,539 deaf and dumb; 18969 crippled; i0,278

armless or one-handed; an 10,267 paralysed.)$ -l w

In view of the causal relationship; here indicated

between sickness, physical deficiency, and personality disorganiza-

tien of the type which often leads to begging, it is appzopriate

to present such data as may be available with reference to the

general state of public health in

The two most significant indices of public health (or

the lack of it) in a given city or country are those of the

coefficient of general mortality and the coefficient of infant

mortality. Although fortttuately definite scientific studies of

mortality in Mexico City are not available, two sets of statistics

have been compiled which give a fairly adequate picture of the

death rate and the principal causes thereof.



General ortality Rates

The most complete and thorough study which has been

made of public health in exico is that of Albert J. Pani in his

oblem_s published in 1916 (1). Pani presents in this book

comparative mortality statistics in the year 1911 for thirty-one

cities of Europe, rica, Asia, and Africa, each with a population

more or less comparable to that of exico City (see table XIII)-

A study of this data leads him to the conclusion-

"l. That the coefficient of mortality of _exico City

(42.3) is nearly three times the average mortality coefficient of

American cities having (16..1) similar populations;

"2. That it is nearly two and a half times greater

than the average coefficient of mortality of European cities (17.53)

ef comparable populat ion; and

’-’3. That it is even greater than the mortality

coefficients of the Asiatic and African cities of Madre.s and Cairo

and 40.15 respectively) even though in these cities cholera

morbus is endemic. ’ 2

A second table in which the coefficient of mortality

ef exico is compared with that of various other capital cities

in the world, irrespective of whether or not they are comparable

in number of inhabitants, again shows exico city with the highest

number of deaths per year per thousand inhabitants (see table XIV ).

On the basis of these statistics, indicating for example such

interesting facts as that lexico City had in the year lgll a

coefficient of mortality nearly three times greater than that of

Constantinople even thoh the population of the latter city is



TABLE Xlll

C0ISON OF MORTITY REGISTED IN 1911 I/
VARIOUS CITES HAVING A POPULAT_0N OF 400,000 TO 700 000-

Cetry

Germany

Austria-
Hungary

Denmark
Spain
France

,Helland

Italy
Russia
Canada
.ited
Staes

dla
key
Egypt

Annual
City _0Pu.l,ati0n Mortality

Breslau
Cologne
Dresden
Frankfort
Leipzig
Munich
Prague and

suburbs
Copenhagen
Madrid
Lyons
Marseilles
Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Dub lin
Leeds
Sheffield
Rome
Odessa
Montreal
Baitimor e
Boston
Cleveland
Pittsburg
St. LoUis
Detroit
Bfalo
San Francisco
exico City
adras
Smyrna
Cairo

Annual Mortality
m I,OQ...o

516,407 i0,052
516,167 9,344
545,749 8,009
415,600 5,05’2
585,1743 9,508
597,000 9,541

19.4
18.1
14.7
12 .i
16..2
16.0

508,310 9,613
460,000 6,852
613,436 14,050
472,114 8,958
491,161 Ii581
573,984 7,146
422,950 5,230
407,057 9,118
498,027 7,27 9
486,639 7,427
551,749 II, 145
46,000 ii, 202
450,000 9,
558,485 i0,344
670,585 ii, 737
560,683 7,915
533,905 8,175
687,029 ii, 379
465,766 7,134
423,7i 6,888
416,912. 6,394
47!,O86 19,956
5GO ,O-00 2-i, 728
400,000 4,333
682,953 27,417

18.9
14.9
23.0
19.0
23.0
12.4
12.4
22.4
14.6
15.3
22.1
20.5
2O .35
18.52
17.5O
14.12
15.31
i’.56
15.32
16.26
15.34
42 30

10.83
4O .15

Average
Average

European cities 17.53
American cities 16.1

Alberto J. Higiene in, Me.xiC,



T_&B XIV

COMP_&RISON OF {0RTALI REGISTF2ED l[ T YEARS
IICATED IN T CJDITALS OF VIRIOUS NATIONS l_/

CetrF
Germany
Austria
Belgium
Derk
Spain
France
Hoiland
Hungary
England
Italy
Norway
Rumania
Russia
eden
SwitEerland
Turkey
Canada
United States
Mexico
Rica
Guatemaia
Honduras
Nicaragua
E1 Salvador
Argentina
Brasil
Chile
Celcmia
Pan
Uruguay
Venezuela
Cuba
Egypt

Annual mnual
.0,itY Year Pppulation Mortality_ per 1000

Berlin 1911
Vienna 1911
Brussels 1911
Dopenhagen 1911
drid .1911
Paris 1911
he He 1911
Budapest 1911
London 1911
Rome 1911
Christiana 1911
Bucarest 19
St .Petersburg 1911
Stockholm 1911
Berne 1911
Constant inople 1911
0towa 1911
Washington 1911
Mexico Qi_ty 1911
S JoS4
Guatemala City 1911
Teguc igalpa 199
Managua 1910
San Salvador 1909
Buenos Aires 1908
R{o de Janeiro 1911
Santiago 1910
Bogot 1911
Panam Ci ty 19ii
Montevideo 1911
Caracas 1911
Habana 1911
Cairo 1911

2,06.0,294
2,030,834

705,295
460,000
613 436

2,846,986
280,626
838,950

4,912,054
551,749
240 178
297,849

i, 639 161
343,832
85,264

i, 000,000
850,
.331,069
7!,86
30-,85
125,000
22
4O
6O

1,185
921
353
122
37

3O8
72

297
682

,137
,000
,000
,000
,987
,687
,000
,505
,710
,429
,159
,953

30,213 14.70
33,305 16.40
9,827 13.90
6,852 14.90

14,050 23.00
48,368 17.00
3,771 13.40
17,190 20.50
67,850 13.80
Ii, 145 22. i0
3,267 13.60
7,742 25.99

38,098 23.20
4,355 12.60
i, 822 12. O0

15,087 15.09
1,712 19.91
6,294 19.01
19 956 42.30

493
4,367 34.94-

351 15.86
i, 200 30. O0
I, 606 26 77

18,139 15 31
18,832 20.43
14,288 40.40
i, 800 14.75
1,540 41.06
5 829 18.82
2,613 3 6.08
6,227 2O.96

27 417 .40.15

Pani, Alberto J. Hygie__e



euble that of exico City and is constantly threatened by cholera

morbus and bubonic plague, Pani comes to the startling conclusion

that the capital of the Mexican Republic is probably one ef the

most unhealthful cities of the whole world. ()

It will be noted that the above cited statistics are

for the year 1911 and hence may not represent he state of affairs

in Mexico City with reference to th mortality rate at the present

tie, nearly tventy years later. Unfortunately, comparable figures

for the current year (190) are not available to prove or disprove

the contention that the coefficient of mortality is nov lower than

it was in 1911. However, it is believed that certain statistics

presented by Ernest Gruening in his book Ieo.and its Heri.ae
with reference to the mortality rates for various diseases in Me.xico

City for the year 1926, as compared with the average mortality rate

for the eight-year period 1904-12 may throw some light on the

quest ion (4).

Average
Disease 1904-12

Cancer ................................... 242.2
Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis 23.9
Diarroeha and Enteritis (2 yrs. and older)2130.3
Diarroeha and Enteritis (under 2 years).. 2190.1
Diphtheria.. 79.7
Dysentery................................ 48.7
Erysipelas ll2.1
Influenza 100.8
Leprosy............................ 5.9
Malaria.............. 35.7
Measles 136.8
Pneumonia 2452.2
Puerperal Infection 82.7
Scarlet Fever 124 2
Smallpox .................................. 345.4
Syphilis ................................. 148.4
Tuberculosis (Pulmonary ll70.8
Typhoid .................................. 32.4
Typhus .................... 642.
Whooping Couh........................... 133.7

(See footnote to following table, p. z

1926

363.
36.

1570.
2506.

24.
60.
71.
48.
5.

51.
16.

2536.
92.
i0.
16.

355.
1009.

51.
28.

i00.





As Gruening points out, with reference to the statistics

presented in the above quoted table, despite the fact that during the

last twenty years medical science has made vast strides, in Mexico

City there has been a decrease in the mortality rate of only two

significant diseases-- smallpox and typhus. (The decrease in

scarlet fever mortality and mortality due to measles in the priod

indicated is not significant due to the fact that theseare diseases

whose incidence runs an irregular curve vith sudden "highs" brought

about by epidemics. The mortality rate in lexico City from scarlet

fever, for example, was as low as 8 in 1905.) On the other hand in

1926 there was a definite incres6 over the period 1904-12 in the

mortality rates of cancer spinal menengitis, disrroeha, and enteritis

(der %we years), dysentery, malaria, pneumonia, puerperal infection,

syphilis, and typhoid.

These figures for 1926 become even more significant when

they are compared with similar figures for such American cities as,

for example, St. Louis and Washington and for the United States as a

Deaths in !exico City from the commoner diseases 1926
Figur-es -ih-d-iCe -.-thS pr loo,ooo)

Disease
Mexico City United States St.Louis Washington

(_19.24)

Cancer
Cerebro-Spinal
Meningit is

Diarroeha d
Enteritis (2 yrs.
and elder)

Diarroeha d
Enteritis (under
2 yrs.)

Diphtheria
Dysentery
Ersipelas
Influenza
Leprosy

60. 91.9 133.3 115.2

6. .8 no t recorded

261.7 7. no t recorded

417 7 27.8 23.5 25.
4. 9.4 9.7 6.

i0. 3. not recorded
ii.8 2.5 not recorded
8. 19.5 i2.8 12.
.83 .0000015 0.0 O.



Disease
Mexico City United States St. Louis Washington

laria
Measles
Pneonia
Puerperal Infection
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Syphiliso
Tuberculosis

(Pulmonary)

hus
Whooping Cough

8.5 2.5 i.i 0.2
2.7 8.6 2.6 0.4

422.8 57.2 153.8 118.7
16.3 5.8 not recorded
1.7 3.1 9.5 6.0
2.7 1.3 0.0 0.0
9.i 8.3 not recorded

168.2 78.7 71.0 106.8
8.5 6.7 3.7 3.9
4.7 .0000009 0.0 0.0
16.7 8.3 4.3 3.1

The Mexican figures were arrived at from the mortality tables in
the. last three trimenal numbers of 1926 aud the first of 1927
of the Boletfn del Departamento de Salubridad, adding the totals
of deaths for each disease in each quarterly period. The rate
per hundred thoand is calculated on a population of 600,000,
a generous estimate, since the department’s statistics are for
the micipality of Mexico, and do not include the adjacent
municipalities of the Federal District. The. population of Mexico
City was 471,000 in 1911. (La Higiene en !,i’@xi c o, A.J. Pani,
Cuad. I.) The Mexican mortality per I00000 errs therefore on
the side of derstatement. The U.S. data are derived from the
1924 regort of the U.S. Census Bureau. The figures for the
co,try at large are based on the "registration area" which in
1924 included 88.5 per cent. of the total population.

The Mexican data for "broncho-pneumonia" and "pneumonia" were
combined for comparison as the U.S. data lump all pneumonia
deaths. The Mexican data were lacking for the first quarter
of 1926 and were av.eraged from the remaining three quarters.

Typhoid includes paratyphoid.

Leaving to one side, for the reasons indicated above,

measles and scarlet fever, it will be noted that only withrespect

to cancer, diphtheria, and influenza does exico City show a lower

mortality rate than that registered in the United States as a ole

or in the cities of St Louis and Vashington whereas on the other

hand with respect to certain diseases, notably d iarroeha and

enteritis, pneumonia, syphilis, and tuberculosis, the mortality



rate in exico City is many times that of the areas with which it

is compared.

In the section dealing with the standard of living in

Mexico, some attention is given to the question of unhealthy housing

onditions and the inadequate and badly balanced dietary character-

istic of the level of existence at which perforce most people in

Mexico live. The relationship between these conditions and the

ill health and corresponding high mortality rate just co,nsidered

is obvious. It is not the purpose of this study to go vry deeply

into further considerations of the causes of th high mortality

rate in exico City; howevr a recent investigation of public

services (6) published by the Government of the Federal District

bears so directly upon the point here in question that the viter

cannot forgo including at least a sumuary statement of the facts

which were revealed. It was discovered that thirty-six Square

kilometers of _exico City and the surrounding suburbs lack either

in part or in whole the most elementary public services of adequate

water supply, drainage systems, and paving. In the language of the

report, "an enormous area of the city is characterized bY the

eemplete absence of, or, at the most, by primitive and in_fficient

hygienic services." It is estimated theft the cost of providing

these services in the areas indicated would be not less than one

hundred million pesos. (For graphic presentation of thes facts,

see p III). The significance of these fcts in connection ith

the high mortality rate in $exico for tuberculosis, typho fever,

an gastro-intestinal disorders neds no cormaent.





As has been previously stated, the second most important

index of the state of public health in a given population group is

that of the coefficient of infant mortality.

There is no definite agreement in the statistics of

infant mortality presented in the few studies which have been de

of this subject in lexico. The reason for this, apparently, is.

that, whereas the statistics of deaths are fairly accurate, due to

the lack of enforcement of the laws requiring registration, only

approximate figures can be obtained for the nttmber of births in

any given year. Studies made by the Department of Biological

Investigations indicate that the number of deaths in %xico at the

present time of children under on year of age ,is about I00,000;

and that der ten years of age the ntmber is something less than

00,000 per year. It is estimated that the coefficient of iant

mortality in exico is one of the highest in the world, i.e., in

any given year, Iexico loses 0 out of every hundred children born,

as compared with i0 for Norway l& for France, and V for Russia.

In Mexico City, the oroportion is said to be even higher in that

for every thousand deaths 00 are children less thau ten years of

age: ()

In the previously quoted tables compiled by Gruening,

attention has already been drawn to the extremely high mortality

rate in Mexico City due to tuberculosis and syphilis as compared

with the mortality rate for these diseases, in the United States

as a whole and in the cities of ashington and St. Louis. In view

of this fact and of the very great importance sud significsnce of



these two diseases, in all countries and cities of the vrld it

is appropriate that some further comment ith respect to these

two diseases be made at this point.

According to igures which have been published by the

exican Department of Public Health the mortality rate due to

syphilis, which in 1926 was over seven times that of the United

States, has been definitely increasing during the last several

decades. (See Table XV p.

Dr. Bernardo J. Gastellum, in an article published in

the Bulletin of the Department of Public Health for 1926 makes

the following statements with regard to syphilis in exico (7).

"In the Republic as a whole sixty percent of the population

is infected with syphilis, and in the capital city more th fifty

percent of the inhabitants suffer from this disease. Of the

nearly twenty thousand women engaged in pro st itut ion eighteen

thousand are syphilitic. Thirty percent of the population in

the age group 15-25 years is infected. Although our statistics

with reference to syphilis are deficient, due to the fact that

declaration is not obligatory, and although in our mortality

statistics syphilis is only noted when it is the direct cause

ef death, nevertheless /it is clear that/ the number of deaths

due to this disease have been definitely increasing since the

year 1916... Hospital statistics in the Repsblic indicate that

between 70 and 80 perdent of the individuals presenting themselves

for treatment for other diseases also suffer from syphilis. Such

fies as we have from the existing insane asylums indicate that

in 38 percent of the cases syphilis figures as a contrin t ingi

factor, a this average would undoubtedly be higher if more care-



T XV

MORTALITT DUE TO HIL!S XIC0 CITY 1896-1923

Deaths per Five-Year
year Deat?_____s _0_O_,000 Avra
1896 85 24
1897 73 21
1898 75 21
1899 85 23
1900 88 24
1901 80 21
1902 104 26
1903 95 24
1904 105 26
1905 119 29

1906 157 37
1907 125 29
1908 138 31
1909 164 36
1910 148 32
1911 175. 36
1912 172 35
1913 147 29
1914 141 V
1915 191 Z6

1916 195 36
1917 216 39
1918 258 45
1919 2O7 35
1920 245 ’41
1921 227 ,37
1922 246 39
1923 242 37

22.6

25.2

33.0

32.6

39.2

Boletn el Departamento de Salubridad Pblica,
Nos. 1 & 2, 1926, p.lll



investigation were made.

Dr. Gastell also quotes the following figures with

reference to the number of individuals treated f.or Syphilis in the

six public dispensaries in operation in iexico City. In the

eighteen-month period from December 19 to 2une 196, V ,18

syphilitics were treated. In the clinics dedicat to the pre-

an pest-natal care of mothers l,l women and ,0 children

were treated during the same period. These figures are conserva-

rive, in view of the fact that it was impossible to treat all of

the individuals presenting themselves... 0nly honorable people

(personas h0nr.._adas) i.e., no one professionally engaged in sexual

ceerce-wgaccepted at the clinics."

Tuberculosis

With reference to tuberculosis, as the figures in

table XVI p. S" indicate, there has been a more or less steady

tendency toward a decrease in the annual number of deaths per

hu.dred thousand inhabitants in the City of exico. Thus in

we note a coefficient of mortality of 160 as compared vith 55 for

the year 1896. Nevertheless, it should be noted that according to

the figes presented by Gruening the death rate (168.) due te

tuberculosis in exico City in 196 was over twice that of the

death rate (V8.V) for the United States as a whole in the same

yesr. thermore, it is not without significance that although

the coefficient ef mortality for tuberculosis is decreasing, there

has been only a relative slight decrease in the actual number of

eaths, i.e. , 1,1V0.8 average for the years 1904-1 as compared

with 1,009 for 1926.



TABLE

MORTALITY DUE TO ERCULOSIS, IC0 CITT 1896-1923

Deaths per Fi ve-Year
Ye___. Death_____s 190,000 Av_e:ra_e_

1896 I, 518 435
1897 1,569 441
1898 I, 510 422
1899 i, 701 467
1900 1,846 00 453.0
1901 2,Oll 532
1902 i, 907 509
1903 i, 647 415
1904 i, 568 385
1905 i, 631 380 444 2
1906. 1,561 357
1907 1,691 378
1908 i, 597 347
1909 i, 469 309
1910 1,528 315 341.2
1911 i, 397 282
1912 i, 282 254
1913 i, 140 219
1914 1,018 191
1915 i, o11 185 226.2
1916 931 168
1917 1,122 195
1918 877 149
1919 i, 029 168
1920 955 155 167.0
1921 989 157
1922 1,038 160
1923

Boletn del Departamento de Salubridad Pblica,
Nos. i 2, 1926, p.ll0




